
 

MITNIK YHZS75 Mobile Concrete Mixing Plant For Sale

THE INTRODUCTION OFPORTABLE CONCRETE BATCHING
PLANT AND MIXING PLANT

YHZS75 portable concrete batching plant it is for short construction period, construction line length,
frequent transitions of users design and development of movable concrete mixing equipment.
The concrete machine structure is compact, cover an area of an area small, easy installation, high
degree of automation, widely used in bridge, construction, water conservancy, electricity and other
infrastructure construction.

PORTABLE CEMENT BATCH PLANT WITH GOOD PERFORMANCE:

 1. Quick disassembling, mobile convenience:

Portable batch plant quick disassembling and mobile convenience: Except external equipment of
concrete batch mixer such as screw conveyor, cement silo, mixing station all connection does not
need to be removed, only 30 tons crane to cooperate, can finish moving in a day shift. When
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installation, such as ground smooth solid, don't need to base, can be put in place the production in
the day, the construction unit is very suitable for tighten project. 

2. With good mixing performance: With force and double shaft mixer, can achieve even mixing stir
with the shortest time. For harsh, half dry rigid, plastic and all kinds of proportioning of concrete can
achieve good agitation.

3. configuration, high-grade, high reliability and measuring precision, easy to operate

4. Mixing console reducer, measuring sensor, and the control system of main electrical components
are imported components, not only greatly reduces the failure rate of equipment, and improve the
measuring precision of the equipment.

5. The machine adopts computer control, can also can manual operation, automatic operation is
simple, easy to master. Dynamic panel displays, can clearly understand the operating condition of the
parts, can be stored, printed reports data at the same time, provides great convenience for
production scheduling management.
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PORTABLE CONCRETE BATCH PLANT STRUCTURES:

Product link：https://www.mitnikmachine.com/?p=1380
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